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SUPERINTENDENT 
Patricia F. Deklotz, Ph.D.

A MESSAGE FROM SUPERINTENDENT DEKLOTZ

INVITATION TO MEET WITH SUPERINTENDENT DEKLOTZ
Mondays, 3-5 PM  • 3-4 PM (District Topics)  • 4-5 PM (Referendum Topics)
Call for an appointment: 262-968-6300, ext. 5305 or drop-in from 4-5PM

This issue of the Communicator features some of the 
outstanding work of educators and students, reflecting 
those expectations. These individuals take the defini-
tions of teaching and learning to new levels. They 
contribute to what makes us uniquely Kettle Moraine. 
Among the articles you will find our two newest 
National Board of Professional Teaching Standards 
certified educators. We provide you a glimpse into the 
world of students who are engaging in high levels of 
science inquiry, both at the middle school and in our 
high school. You will discover how students are set-
ting expectations of excellence for each other through 
the Life of an Athlete program.

The issue also shares important information about 
the upcoming April 1, 2014 referendum. Historically, 
the Kettle Moraine community has made decisions to 
invest in facilities through the referendum process. It 
has been thirteen years since a major investment in 
our facilities and the needs are apparent. I encour-
age you to become informed of the issues related to 
the referendum. The Board and administration have 
listened carefully to the feedback received from the 
community through the survey sent to all residents 
in September. 

Based on community response, the scope has been 
redefined and the cost has been reduced. You spoke 
and we listened. Over the next few months you will 
have many avenues to build your understanding of 
the referendum. This is an important decision for our 
communities and our schools. I invite your active par-
ticipation. Whether by submitting questions through 
our web site, attending my open door on Mondays 

from 4:00-5:00 PM, participating in a school tour or 
attending an information night, we want you to make 
an informed decision at the polls on April 1. 

This responsiveness to community interests is also 
reflected in other decisions featured in this issue. We 
will soon accept applications to a new charter high 
school, the High School of Health Sciences, created 
in partnership with Aurora Summit, ProHealth, and 
the Medical College of Wisconsin. Why create another 
charter school? Our parents and community have 
asked for it. Our community wants choice. Charter 
schools provide that and do so at the same cost as 
other schools in the district. They are funded on an 
equal basis, receiving no advantage in district funds or 
resources while providing an opportunity for choice. 
However, our schools are all more efficient than the 
majority of schools in the State. Whether charter or 
traditional school, Kettle Moraine’s spending is below 
the State’s average, reflecting the efficiency our com-
munities expects. 

Kettle Moraine uniquely reflects the character and 
values of the communities we serve. We are innova-
tive, efficient, and we expect excellence. We align the 
work we do with the expectations we hear from you 
and we work to keep you informed. You speak. We 
listen. Together, we are making a difference. I appreci-
ate your continuing support.

Kettle Moraine is a very special place. The communities we serve and the events that 

defined our beginning provide a unique history, one very different from neighboring districts.  Most of our 

neighbors, such as Waukesha, Pewaukee, Oconomowoc or Mukwonago, have a municipal identity. Unlike 

those neighbors, we do not have a “downtown” Kettle Moraine. We proudly serve ten municipalities, each 

reflecting the character of local residents. Yet one expectation runs common throughout. Each municipality 

respects local engagement in decisions. Each expects excellence and efficiency in their governance. That 

includes the expectation of their schools.

DISTRICT   



Based upon the feedback in an informal survey 
about spring break, 63 percent of respondents 
prefer to have break scheduled around the 
Easter Holiday, as opposed to a break sched-
uled at a fixed time, such as the last week in 
March. Administration will take this feedback 
into account when planning the 2015-16 calen-
dars. View the survey on the calendar website,  
www.kmsd.edu/calendar.

The Kettle Moraine School District is 
proud of its educators, who all con-
tinue to change the lives of students 
through exceptional facilitation of 
learning and dedication to educat-
ing students of the 21st century to 
compete in a global economy.

Lauren Roznowski, 
high school orchestra 
teacher, and Alissa 
Darin, school coun-
selor and Alcohol and 
Other Drug Abuse 
(AODA) coordinator 
in the High School and 
Middle School counsel-
ing and career centers, 
earned National Board 
Certification by the 

Board of Directors of the National 
Board for Professional Teaching 
Standards (NBTS) in December.

National Board Certification is 
designed to develop, retain and rec-
ognize accomplished teachers, and 
to embed ongoing improvement in 
schools nationwide. Certification 
signifies that teachers have devel-
oped and demonstrated advanced 
knowledge, skills and practices 
required of an accomplished educa-
tion professional.

CALENDAR CORRECTION 
– JULY 2014 –
This year’s 2013-14 calendar featured the Eagle artwork created by 
Haley Bohman. This work was misidentified on the calendar. We 
apologize for the error and would like proper recognition to be given 
to our talented student, Haley Bohman.
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YOU SPOKE, WE LISTENED.  
Survey responses guide future spring break dates

Dedicated 
educators create 
excellent schools

On Feb. 17, students at the Kettle Moraine 
High School will have the opportunity to 
participate in the Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and Development (OECD) Test 
for Schools — a voluntary assessment that 
captures skills college and businesses are 
looking for, such as reasoning and applying 
knowledge to solve problems in an unfa-
miliar context. The assessment also allows 
individual schools to use data to benchmark 
its performance against students and schools 
globally. This is not an accountability tool, 
but the information gleaned from this assess-
ment is critical in preparing students to 
compete in our 21st century global economy.

Based upon assessment developed by the 
Programme for International Student Assess-
ment (PISA), a test of reading literacy, 
mathematics and science given every three 
years to 15-year-olds in the United states 
and 65 countries globally, the OECD Test for 
Schools measures those same factors. Unlike 
PISA, OECD Test for Schools provides school-
level results and actionable information about 
how KMSD students are performing in rela-
tion to their global peers and to identify how 
school leaders can better enable students 
to achieve at globally competitive levels. 
The survey also collects valuable informa-
tion on student engagement, interactions 
with teachers and attitudes toward learning. 
www.americaachieves.org/oecd

NEW ASSESSMENT WILL COMPARE 
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT TO 
GLOBAL ACHIEVEMENT



 »   Commitment to providing safe, affordable and equitable resources that support  
student achievement in a competitive local, national and global environment.

 »   Identification of critical facilities and technology infrastructure needs as part of a 
comprehensive long-term master plan to cost-effectively repair and revitalize aging 
schools, failing, inefficient building systems and inadequate technology infrastructure.

 »   Elimination of debt in 2016 and conservative fiscal management provides the 
opportunity to address needs through long-term borrowing at historically low interest 
rates while minimizing tax increases for residents.

 »   Community response for improvements.

WHY is the District proposing this plan?

One question requesting permission to borrow funds not to exceed $49,600,000 to 
address District capital maintenance projects, technology infrastructure, safety and 
security and limited renovations to learning spaces. 

Project costs include all building system repairs and replacements, energy efficient upgrades, 
technology infrastructure upgrades, renovations, new construction, site work, furniture, 
fixtures and equipment for schools, professional service fees and required permits.

To remain informed about the referendum, VISIT www.kmsd.edu/referendum,  
OPT-IN to the referendum category (formerly master planning) to receive email  
and text notifications sent to you, or SEND questions to referendum@kmsd.edu.

To review the ballot question, please visit www.kmsd.edu/referendum. 

2013 COMMUNITY SURVEY RESPONSE

Referendum PRIORITY Community RESPONSE

Capital Maintenance 82%

Technology Infrastructure 80%

Equity Across the District 80%

Safety & Security 76%

Renovations to Learning Spaces 55%

COMMUNITY   
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What is on the BALLOT April 1, 2014?

KMSD  
SCHOOL 
TIMELINEF
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— 1965   High School built

— 1968   Kettle Moraine  
School District 
formed

— 1922  Magee built

— 1951  Magee addition

— 1948  Cushing built

— 1971   Middle School built

— 1978   Dousman &  
Wales built

— 1976  Magee addition

— 1981   Magee addition

— 1988  Magee addition

— 1989  Cushing addition

— 1984   Cushing addition

— 1988   Middle School  
addition

— 1992   Middle School  
addition

— 1994   High School  
addition 

— 2001   High School  
addition 

1920

2014

2010

2000

1990

1980

1970

1960

1930

1940

1950

Stay INFORMED
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CUSHING DOUSMAN MAGEE WALES MIDDLE 
SCHOOL

HIGH 
SCHOOL

BRANDY-
BROOK

DISTRICT 
OFFICE

CAPITAL MAINTENANCE  »  $ 21.2M  »  Upgrade and repair failing, inefficient systems

Repair, replace or upgrade failing plumbing, HVAC and  
electrical systems

Repair failing roofing, windows, doors, tuck-pointing and/or finishes

Upgrade accessibility to meet ADA code compliance 

Remove/abate asbestos 

Replace failing flooring

Improve site drainage

TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE  »  $ 7.9M  »  Upgrade technology infrastructure for data networks 

Upgrade wireless and switched network equipment

Install fiber optic wide-area network 

SAFETY & SECURITY  »  $ 12.6M  »  Establish controlled access and improve safety

Renovate or construct secured main entrances 

Upgrade building systems to improve perimeter lighting, site 
surveillance, door monitoring, fire alarm and intercom systems

Add internal emergency lighting and emergency generators

LEARNING SPACES  »  $ 7.9M   »  Renovate/reconfigure classroom and commons spaces

Create small group learning space *

Create multi-purpose space in cafeteria, kitchen and serving areas 

Increase instructional classroom space  

Create or reconfigure early learning/4K classroom  

Add flexibility to Library Media /Activity Center 

Improve collaborative learning spaces in 6th, 7th, 8th grade  
commons spaces

Relocate various classrooms to create department efficiencies  
and collaboration 

The community, School Board, staff and administration have worked together for two years to evaluate and prioritize over 
$80M of facilities needs identified in a comprehensive Master Plan. Below is an overview of major items included in the $49.6M 
April Referendum. Detailed plans and school-specific fact sheets will be available in February at www.kmsd.edu/referendum.

What is included in the REFERENDUM PROJECT?

* Improvements are being done by reconfiguring existing office spaces

 »   Preliminary tax impact estimates are based on 
a phased-in approach to borrowing over several 
years using an estimated interest rate of 4.50%. 
Each borrowing (loan) would be amortized for 
a maximum of 20 years. Tax impact estimates 
have been provided by financial advisors from 
Robert W. Baird.

Building floor plans and fact sheets will be available in February at each site and on the web.

What is the Estimated IMPACT to Taxpayers?

Not-to-exceed  
PROJECT COST of $49,600,000

Estimated 
PROPERTY TAX IMPACT

Tax Impact: ($0.44 per $1,000 of property value) Per Year Per Month

$ 100,000 of property value $  44.00 $  3.67

$ 300,000 of property value $  132.00 $  11.00

$ 500,000 of property value $  220.00 $  18.33
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SCHOOLS   

Educators in the Kettle Moraine School District continue to explore ways 
for their students to engage in self-directed learning. Three seventh grade 
students recently demonstrated how this concept can deepen knowledge 
behind a subject and create more excitement and passion surrounding 
the work.

The study of water and carbon cycles and how they can be maintained 
in a spacecraft using plants and photosynthesis was that topic of study in 
Mike Steger’s classroom, which became a gateway to a once in a lifetime 
experience for Cassidy Jannicek, Shannon McDonald and Harley Schubert.

Though the girls learned necessary facts on water, carbon cycles and 
photosynthesis in class, it was up to Jannicek, McDonald and Schubert to 
reach out to experts and locate information that allowed them to expand 
on the topics for a class presentation. They chose to contact experts at 
Orbital Technologies, Inc. in Madison.

Orbital Technologies is a high technology development company that 
offers solutions in space resource and energy, BioProducts and BioPro-
duction systems. The girls reached out to and met with a lab manager at 
the company, who gave them a tour and provided them with invaluable 
insight and first-hand experiences into exactly what they needed for 
their research.

“When they asked me if they should go, I told them they would learn and 
experience things I couldn’t teach or show them in class,” Steger said. 

Jannicek, who never really had a strong interest in space or space tech-
nology, agreed that going beyond the classroom walls to meet with an 
expert in the field got her to dive deeper into the topic and develop more 
interest for it.

The students were sent home with seeds that were flown in space, an 
envelope of plant growth medium and additional information. They con-
tinue to build off what they have learned by trying to replicate the LED 
light set-up produced in Orbital Technology labs.

Recently certain taxpayers in Kettle Moraine (KM) saw an 
increase in their taxes supporting KM schools. This increase 
is a result of the State funding formula and is specific to 
municipality. The formula works so that districts with prop-
erty wealth, such as KM, pay for more of the cost of schools 
than less wealthy districts. State support of KM was reduced 
by ($688,896) or 7.41% for this year, shifting that responsibility 
to local taxpayers and affecting each municipality differently.

As a district, we have demonstrated fiscal responsibility by sig-
nificantly reducing our health insurance expense, eliminating 
the district post-employment benefit, and modifying compensa-
tion structures, all while maintaining a very high standard of 
student achievement. Important facts include:

 •   KM has made over $9 million in reductions in the past 
six years to align resources with increases in fixed costs. 
The majority of the reductions have been through the 
personnel budget.

 •   According to the Wisconsin Taxpayers Alliance, KM’s 
2013 Comparative Expense was $8,849 per student, 
compared to the state average of $10,051.

 •   KM’s budget is actually ($447,782) less than 2010.

 •   KM’s revenue limit is the lowest it has been since 
2007. The revenue limit is the maximum amount of 
revenue (based on a calculation) that a district can levy, 
split between state aid and property tax. As state aid 
decreases, KM property taxes increase.

 •   In 2010 the revenue limit was $42.6 million with state 
aid support of $12.8 million. In 2014 the revenue limit 
is $40.8 million with state aid support of only $8.6 mil-
lion. This reduction of aid shifts the $4.2 million burden 
to local taxpayers.

 •   KM’s state aid is the lowest it has been since 1996. Since 
2006 the state aid received by KM has dropped from 
$16.4 million to $8.6 million. A reduction of 47.4%.

 •   In 2012 the KM taxpayers paid $50 million to the State 
in income tax while the State returned $8.6 million 
to support KM schools. This is a return of only 17%. 
Ten years ago the district received 59% back from the 
income tax sent to the state. 

The increases in taxes seen by some taxpayers illustrate flaws 
in the State’s formula that results in a shift of responsibility for 
KM schools to local taxpayers and away from the State. The 
district has asked legislators to address the funding formula. 
Please share your concerns with them. I sincerely appreciate 
the local support of our schools and welcome any opportunity 
to discuss this matter further.

SUPERINTENDENT DEKLOTZ  
ADDRESSES PROPERTY TAXES

SELF-DIRECTED LEARNING IGNITES 
PASSION IN THREE KM STUDENTS

    Jannicek said. “Getting to meet people who  
                  actually design things in space is a once  
            in a lifetime opportunity.”

I thought the experience was really amazing,

–Cassidy Jannicek, 7th Grade KMMS



Highway 83 will be under construction, starting this 
spring. Summer Academy – June 16 to July 25 –will 
be moved to the Dousman Campus to support the 
Village’s work and reduce traffic traveling through the 
construction zone during summer course offerings.  
Find out more: www.kmsd.edu/summeracademy

NEW LOCATION FOR 2014
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WIN BIG. LIVE BIGGER. A new slogan some high school athletes 
are living by as they launch new efforts through the national initiative 
Life of Athlete. Life of an Athlete uses research and strategies favored by 
Olympic coaches to outline the contributing factors that create a high-
performing athlete. It pushes student athletes to focus on managing diet, 
sleep, stress and focus, while avoiding substances like alcohol and drugs.  

Rooted in a strong code of conduct and student leadership, Life of an Ath-
lete not only helps students reach their athletic potential and take a stand 

against drugs and alcohol, but provides them with real-world leadership 
skills. Students have begun school-level awareness efforts for the Life of 
an Athlete initiative and will continue to plan events with a larger reach 
in the near future.

If you’re interested in learning more about this initiative, contact Athletic 
Director Mike Fink, finkm@kmsd.edu, or OPT-IN to the new Life of an 
Athlete category at www.kmsd.edu/optin. The Life of an Athlete category 
can be found near the bottom of the page under “Athletics.”

Project Lead the Way (PLTW) and Science teacher Rebeccah Schmidt 
was featured this winter in Wisconsin STEM Pathways magazine’s 
Instructor Profile article for the project-based work she is doing with 
her students in her PLTW biomedical sciences course. Schmidt’s 
students engage in inquiry-based learning -- a curriculum in which 
Schimdt serves as a facilitator of topics, but students learn the top-
ics through investigation, research and asking questions rather than 
being lectured to. Most recently, students received a fake patient profile 
with specific symptoms. The students then used inquiry skills and 
individual research to learn about the symptoms, diagnose the patient 
and outline treatment. 

To find out more about what’s going on in Schmidt’s class, visit her 
teacher website at www.kmsd.edu/schmidt.

The High School of Health Sciences (HS2) will open in the fall of 2014, 
located within the footprint of Kettle Moraine High School.

HS2 was designed as a partnership charter school between the 
Oconomowoc Area School District (OASD), Kettle Moraine School 
District (KMSD), Medical College of Wisconsin, Aurora Medical Center 
in Summit and ProHealth Care to create an immersive environment for 
students to explore opportunities in the health care field.

OASD recently made its decision to disengage from the dual 
instrumentality of the school after discussions about the school’s 
location resulted in a lack of dedicated on-site classroom space at any 
of the health care locations.

 “At this time, the OASD is not moving forward with a charter agreement 
for the High School of Health Sciences as a result of the change in 
instructional venue,” said Dr. Roger Rindo, superintendent of the OASD. 
“We continue to enjoy a collaborative relationship with KM and continue 
to be fully supportive of the school’s concept. We are also mindful of 
the opportunity to pursue a charter agreement in the future, which is 
something that we may consider as HS2 development progresses.”

HS2 will open in fall of 2014 in a space at KM High School.

“We appreciate the work and efforts of our design team partners and 
governance council members from OASD, Medical College of Wisconsin, 
Aurora Summit, ProHealth Care and KMSD for bringing this charter 
school to fruition,” said Steve Plum, director of HS2, adding he hopes to 
partner with Oconomowoc in the future.

OPENING ITS  
DOORS FALL 2014

HIGH SCHOOL’S SCIENCE  
CLASS DRAWS ATTENTION  
FOR INNOVATIVE APPROACH

LIFE OF AN ATHLETE EFFORTS KICK-OFF AT KMHS



THANK YOU 
FOR YOUR 
SUPPORT

School District of Kettle Moraine 
563 A.J. Allen Circle, Wales, WI 53183 
Phone: 262-968-6300 | www.kmsd.edu
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The School District of Kettle Mo-
raine does not discriminate on the 
basis of religion, sex, race, color, 
national origin, age, ancestry, creed, 
political affiliation, membership in 
the National Guard, state defense 
force or any reserve component of 
the United States Military or state 
military forces, pregnancy, marital 
or parental status, sexual orienta-
tion or physical, mental, emotional, 
or learning disability or handicap or 
other basis prohibited under state 
or federal law.

WINTER

GRAPHIC DESIGN BY:  
NATHAN CHOW

FACEBOOK.COM/KMDISTRICT TWITTER.COM/KMDISTRICT SIGN-UP AT 
WWW.KMSD.EDU

STAY CONNECTED!

KMSD CALENDAR DATES  | Visit www.kmsd.edu/calendar for the complete 2013-2014 School Calendar

KM COMMUNITY 
      WELCOME

        SCHOOL TOURS
 Cushing  11AM–1PM;  

Feb. 21 & March 13

 KMMS  10:45AM–1PM;  
Feb. 24 & March 10

 Dousman  11:30AM–1:30 PM;  
Feb. 25 & Feb. 27

 Wales  11AM–1PM;  
Feb. 26 & March 19

 KMHS   8AM–10AM, Feb. 26;  
 & 12PM–2PM, March 5

 Magee   11AM–1PM;  
Feb. 28 & March 18

INFO. NIGHTS
All meetings will be held  
at 6:30PM–8PM at the  
following locations

 KMMS March 11

 KMHS March 13

 Wales March 17

 Dousman March 19

 Magee March 24

 Cushing March 26

Current 11th  
grade students

Current 10th  
grade students

Current 9th  
grade students

Current 8th  
grade students

Jan. 30 Feb. 6 Feb. 11 Feb. 13

The High School will be offering registration fairs to assist in planning and scheduling for  
the 2014-15 school year. Each night will be held at the High School from 6:30PM  to 8:30PM.

First round begins at 7 PM
Funds raised this year will be used 
to support the Raise the Racquets 
KM Tennis Complex.

KM HIGH SCHOOL REGISTRATION FAIRS

MARCH  22

Registration starts now. Deadline to register is March 17.

2014

APRIL

TO
14
18

IMPORTANT DATES


